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some folks have multiple certifications)
For a grand total of approx. 5,500 Members (since some
folks have multiple certifications)

May 2014
President’s Message
by Robert P. Byrne, CSI
President, CSI Houston Chapter
April presented the Chapter
with the opportunity of two
well attended membership
events.
The first was a tour of the
HOK designed and nearly
completed
project
‘Shell
Woodcreek Campus’. The
project tour was located in
West Houston on I-10 with a
project presentation and dinner that followed.
The second was the Houston Chapter Foundation’s
Annual Scholarship Awards, presented to six well deserving students. Past recipients also attended and
discussed their evolving careers and continued learning
opportunities.
This month we do not have any activities for general
membership but your Board and Committee Chairs will
be working at the scheduled Chapter Planning Meeting
on the 19th.
As my term is winding down, I look forward to seeing
you all at the June meeting for Chapter Awards and the
introduction of your new Board of Directors.

CSI Membership Stats (LinkedIn forum
Feb. 25, 2014)
By Douglas C. Frank, FCSI, CCS

As of February 2014, 35% of my (Houston) chapters’
approximately 190 members hold CDT, or Certification
at some level. 36 (19%) of the chapter members hold
CDT while 16% of those 190 hold actual Certifications
(CCS 17, CCPR 3, CCCA 10)
The national average for CSI members is currently 30%
of the total membership hold CDT, or Certification at
some level.
There are 4,023 total member CDTs; 36% of the total
membership.
There are 851 CCS; 611 CCCA; 176 CCPR for a total of
1638 total members Certified; 14.5% of the total membership.
It’s interesting that 79% of the total number of CDT Certificate holders are Non-CSI Members!
**Comparison numbers from 2005:**
Total CSI Membership 15,800 +
The national average for CSI members was 30% of the
total membership held CDT, or Certification at some level.
There were 2,730 total CDTs; 17% of the total membership
There were 1,146 CCS; 628 CCCA; and 229 CCPR for
a total of 2003 total Certified; 12% of the total membership
It’s interesting that 70% of the total number of CDT Certificate holders are Non-CSI Members!
I'm not sure what to make of these statistics except that
it appears that we've done a pretty good job of marketing the CDT to folks outside of our organization. That's
encouraging but, at the same time, discouraging that we
haven't done as well on the other certifications. In fact
the number of CCS, CCCA, and CCPR certified folks
has actually Decreased over the past 9 years.

All of the comments on this forum prompted me to do a
little research. For what it's worth, here's some interesting statistical information regarding membership and
certification.
As of February 2014,
Total CSI membership: Approx. 11,000
Total number of CDT holders nationwide: 19,222
CSI Members 4,023) (Non-members 15,202)
Total number of CCS holders nationwide: 1,117
(CSI Members 851) (Non-members 266)
Total number of CCCA holders nationwide: 1,043
(CSI Members 611) (Non-members 432)
Total number of CCPR holders nationwide: 209
(CSI Members 176) (Non-members 33)
For a grand total of approx. 21,300 individuals (since
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CSI Houston Chapter 2014 Scholarship Award Recipients
Presented by Tom Atwell, CSI, CDT, AIA
Secretary, CSI Houston Chapter Foundation

Mr. Jerry Batchelor, The Larry Adams Scholarship
Junior, University of Houston, Construction Management

Mr. Paul Shaw
Senior, Texas A&M University, Construction Science

Mr. Gerard Linton, CSI
Graduate Student, Prairie View A&M University, Architecture

Ms. Pyline Tangsuvanich
Senior, Rice University, Architecture

Ms. Desirae Price, CSI
Junior, Prairie View A&M University, Architecture

Ms. Wendy Weatherly, The Specialty Contractor’s Scholarship
Graduate Student, Texas A&M University, Architecture
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FEATURE YOUR PRODUCTS WITH
TABLE TOP DISPLAY

A

W HERE IS YOUR BUSINESS
A DVERTISEMENT ?

At each monthly meeting, the Chapter encourages Industry Members to provide a table top display of their products and services for the inspection and education of
those attending the meeting.

A quarter page ad is only $250 for 12 issues
A half page ad is only $500 for 12 issues

The table top display is also encouraged to be presented
during the social hour and after the program for any
questions by attendees.

A business card ad is only $225 for 12 issues

The presentation fee is $200 for members and $250 for
non-members, or free with a Golf Sponsorship pledge.

(713) 688-0092 or don.smith315@sbcglobal.net
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Take the Gamble Out of
Bidding Blocking

work, and it can be easily modified to reduce our
scope of work to obtain alternate pricing.

by Jeff Holstein, CSI

I am hoping to see more details like this in school
documents.

I was reflecting on a recent encounter with an old
friend; among other things we had enjoyed a number
of casino trips over the years. This got me to thinking
about how long it has been since I had made a pilgrimage to a casino, and began to wonder what had happened to cause this not so insignificant change in my
life. It did not take long to pinpoint the cause of this
change.
May best client had pushed me (kicking and screaming, I might add) into doing concealed wood blocking
on schools about five years ago. Building and managing this work on schools has completely eliminated my
interest in additional gambling. I had spent nearly 20
years of my career working as a General Contractor; I
had been a project manager on over 100 projects as
well as the estimator on more than 500 commercial
projects; and estimating rough carpentry had been th
most difficult part of a bid.
I must confess that I was surprised to find that details
and specs had become even more vague over my fifteen year sabbatical from this aspect of commercial
construction. I found that while specs often called for
“fire treated wood blocking as shown on the drawings,”
details were not included in the drawings and, if
shown, would often conflict with each other.
The following is a short list of questions that I try to
answer as I unroll a set of project documents: Is fire
treated blocking required in non-rated partitions? Is
concealed blocking required for millwork? For chalk
and tack boards? Projectors and TVs? Projections
screens? I have done projects in the same school district for different architectural firms that have had different requirements.
It seems to me that a “belt AND suspenders” is often
used on these requirements. Most millwork, chalk and
tack board installers will run a wood cleat on the surface of the gypsum wall board wall to mount their materials on and they seam to care less if there is a concealed run of wood blocking behind their cleats. So
why spend five dollars a linear foot on concealed wood
blocking??
How should contractors approach bidding vague requirements??? If you anticipate too much blocking,
you will never get a project; if you fail to anticipate
blocking you can loose your company.
I am attaching a copy of a detail that I endorse. This
does not beat around the bush; it defines our scope of
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sistance. We have:

Excuse Me, But Your Slip is Showing
By Sheldon Wolfe, RA, FCSI, CCS, CCCA, CSC
I don't know how this issue
has escaped me for nearly
forty years, but I'm not
alone. In that time, I have
occasionally talked about
coefficient of friction for
floors, but I just discovered
there has been no widely
accepted standard for slip
resistance. Not only that,
but neither the IBC nor ADA
define slip resistance, even
though both require slip resistant floors and walkways.
How the heck is that possible? Think of all the very specific requirements in the
building code. How did they miss this one? And think
of ADA, with its Byzantine combination of Spock-like
precision in some areas, and a "Take a guess and we'll
see you in court" approach to other requirements. How
can it be that the good folks who write the ADA requirements know exactly what so many dimensions must be,
but they have no idea what they mean by slip-resistant?
It seems to me that not falling on your arse is a lot more
important than a quarter inch difference in the location
of a water closet, but this apparently - no, this obviously
important performance characteristic has had no definition.
The IBC, in 1003.4, requires that "Walking surfaces of
the means of egress shall have a slip-resistant surface
and be securely attached" but does not define what slip
resistance is. Apparently, the IBC doesn't care about
floors not in an egress path.
According to the US Access Guide:
Accessible surfaces must be slip resistant ... However, the standards do not specify a minimum level of
slip resistance … because a consensus method for
rating slip resistance remains elusive. While different
measurement devices and protocols have been developed … a widely accepted method has not
emerged. Compliance with the standards requires
specifying surface materials, textures, or finishes that
prevent or minimize slipperiness under the conditions
likely to be found on the surface. Standard practices
for minimizing floor or ground slipperiness will likely
satisfy compliance with the standards … [my emphasis].
Makes you feel all warm and fuzzy, doesn't it?
It's not that there are no standards related to slip reSPEC.TECTONICS

 ASTM C1028 Standard Test Method for Determining the Static Coefficient of Friction of Ceramic
Tile and Other Like Surfaces by the Horizontal Dynamometer Pull-Meter Method.
 ASTM D2047 Standard Test Method for Static
Coefficient of Friction of Polish-Coated Floor Surfaces as Measured by the James Machine
 ASTM D5859 Standard Test Method for Determining the Traction of Footwear on Painted Surfaces
Using the Variable Incidence Tester.
 ASTM F462 Standard Consumer Safety Specification for Slip-Resistant Bathing Facilities.
ASTM F489 Standard Test Method for Using a
James Machine (measures slip resistance). Withdrawn 2005.
 ASTM F609. Standard Test Method for Using a
Horizontal Pull Slipmeter.
 ASTM F695 Standard Practice for Ranking of
Test Data Obtained for Measurement of Slip Resistance of Footwear Sole, Heel, and Related Materials.
 ASTM F802 Standard Guide for Selection of Certain Walkway Surfaces When Considering Footwear
Traction. Withdrawn 2012.
 ASTM F1679 Standard Test Method for Using a
Variable Incidence Tribometer. Withdrawn 2006.
 ASTM F1637 Standard Practice for Safe Walking
Surfaces.
 UL410 Slip Resistance of Floor Surface Materials
(similar to ASTM D2047).
NFSI/ANSI B101.1 Test Method for Measuring Wet
SCOF of Common Hard-Surface Floor Materials.
Surely, with all those standards - and there are many
more! - determining what slip-resistance means should
be easy. Well, not quite. As noted, some of the standards have been withdrawn, and, with a couple of exceptions, most are test methods or discussions of slip
resistance only that do not set minimum standards.
To make things more interesting, there is strong disagreement about the validity of various test methods
and equipment. For example, the Ceramic Tile Institute of America (CTIOA) objects to the use of ASTM
C1028, claiming it is "widely recognized as being inappropriate for assessing pedestrian safety" and that it
"can give 'safe' ratings to very slippery materials." CTIOA and others argue that ASTM C1028, which
measures static coefficient of friction, has little to do
with real-world slip resistance.
Furthermore, the
ASTM C1028 test method is limited to the laboratory,
which makes it useless for testing in-place conditions.
Continued on page 9
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Continued form page 8
Some of the standards specify a coefficient of friction,
but do not indicate if it is for wet or dry conditions, or
do not specify the test method. Given the different
materials and methods used for testing, those standards mean nothing. An additional complication is inherent in the nature of the products: we walk on them,
so normal wear reduces their slip resistance. Unless
there is a maintenance program to replace flooring as
the coefficient of friction changes, does it make sense
to specify a property that may be valid only for a couple of years?
Another contentious issue is the test condition; most
tests are done dry. Even if a test is performed under
wet conditions, there is little agreement about what
those conditions should be. How wet is wet? Should
the tests be performed with deionized water? Or with
a soap solution? What about oil? Or, for that matter,
banana peels?
The test methods themselves present more variables;
the flooring itself is only one of the materials used in a
test. Many of the older tests use leather, presumably
because that was a common material for shoe soles.
Being a natural material, leather is not consistent from
one sample to the next. Today, many shoes use
something other than leather for soles, and it's likely
that the coefficients of friction vary from one material to
another. It is clear that no single test will be applicable
in all situations, or that it will accurately replicate even
one real-world condition.
One of the more recent standards is ANSI B101, which
is unique in its extent. Much more than a test method,
it includes a discussion of slip-and-fall dynamics and
factors that affect slip resistance of all walkway surfaces. It sets three traction levels: High, with a static coefficient of friction (SCOF) greater than 0.6, Moderate,
at 0.40 to 0.60, and Low, at less than 0.40.
It doesn't look like this issue will be resolved anytime
soon. Perhaps it's just too slippery.
© 2014, Sheldon Wolfe, RA, FCSI, CCS, CCCA, CSC
Agree? Disagree? Leave your comments at http://
swconstructivethoughts.blogspot.com/.
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“Strictly SMITH-ly”

Items such an appliance models may not available
when construction progress dictates an order is needed to be placed.

“The Modern Technical Library”
By J. Peter Jordan, FCSI, CCS, AIA, SCIP, LEED
AP & Donald F. Smith, Jr., CSI CCS RA LEED AP
In my experience, interior designers tend to rely on sample libraries which can get very large even when the catalogs are limited to a relatively few manufacturers. Moreover, these things can get out of date very, very quickly.
A basic library is a necessity, but every selection needs
to be verified which can lead to an expansion of samples.
Architects are often more interested in technical data and
details (not that good interior designers aren't, but...), the
format of which lends itself to a traditional library. When
they want a sample, they often request a current sample
from the manufacturer. One of the reasons physical libraries have fallen out of favor is that they are so difficult
to keep current. We can get the basic information for
most stuff off the web.with some confidence that it is current. Where samples are necessary to evaluate texture
and color, they can be requested. Most manufacturers
have programs that turn around such requests quickly.
J. Peter Jordan
The focus of an interior designer’s library and an architect’s library revolves around their areas of practice.
Floor space is limited and the cost to maintain the library
usually exceeds the cost of the floor space. Regardless
of the focus, their both share similar problems and goals.
To be useful, the technical information and samples must
be relevant, dated when received and have a listing of
the product representative that updates them. Selling a
client on something that is no longer available is a no-no.
The increase in speed and throughput of internet connections and search engines has made it possible to get
current technical information directly from the manufacturer. The product representative’s job is shifting from
catalogs and updates to education in the form of briefings on what is new and industry changes in the way we
practice and build. He is most useful in recommending
products for special situations and telling you when successful results and are not likely. This is the kind of
hands on help that you almost never get in product literature.
The life of product literature mimics the products that
they represent, and often is no more than one year.
Types of materials that have aesthetic qualities are best
selected from new samples and literature viewed under
lighting conditions similar to the completed project.
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In order to be useful, catalog data and samples must
be dated, labeled with what the are, and where the
come from. Fugitive information (you have it, but you
don’t), is a waste of everyone’s time and should be
discarded. Likewise, the name and contact information for product representative is useless if you
can’t talk to the person that supplied the information
and sample when you need him.
An up to date list of product representative’s contact
information with website links to manufacturers, technical organizations and associations to back up manufacturers claims is very useful and no longer takes
up much room.
Local technical libraries may also have current technical codes, specifications and standards that are too
expensive for the individual library. University libraries may have special collections with book and publication subjects of interest to the architectural and interior designer.
Technical articles offering advice on what works as
well as what does not work are helpful to support decisions for various materials and assemblies. Copies
can easily be stored in pdf format and saved by specification section number and title for easy retrieval.
The question is what interests you and the area of
your professional practice? What information do you
need to support common decisions and answer client
questions? What areas of risky practice do you need
to advise your clients to help them make better decisions? A well stocked technical library can make
these technical problems a lot easier to manage.
Don Smith

"If you don't know where you're going, you
might wind up someplace else."
Yogi Berra
… Just my opinion,
Donald F. Smith, Jr., CSI, CCS, RA, LEED™ AP
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CSI South Central Region
Award to CSI Houston
SPEC.tectonics Newsletter
By Donald F. Smith, Jr., CSI CCS RA LEED AP
The CSI Houston SPEC.tectonics newsletter and editor Don
Smith were awarded the following citation at the April CSI South
Central Region conference by South Central Region President
Holly Jordan.
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